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ABSTRACT 

Attosecond x-ray pulses are an indispensable tool for the study of electronic and 

structural changes in molecules undergoing chemical reactions. They have a wide 

bandwidth comparable to the energy bands of valence electronic states and, therefore, are 

well suited for making and probing multiple valence electronic excitations using core 

electron transitions. Here we propose a method of creating a sequence of two attosecond 

soft x-ray pulses in a free electron laser by optical manipulation of electrons located in 

two different sections of the electron bunch. The energy of each x-ray pulse can be of the 

order of 100 nJ and the pulse width of the order of 250 attoseconds. The carrier frequency 

of each x-ray pulse can be independently tuned to a resonant core electron transition of a 

specific atom of the molecule. The time interval between the two attosecond pulses is 

tunable from a few femtoseconds to a hundred femtoseconds with better than 100 

attoseconds precision. 

PACS numbers 41.60.Cr, 42.55.Vc 
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1. Introduction 

Chemical bonds form, break or change on a time scale of femtoseconds [1]. The advent 

of extreme ultraviolet attosecond pulses produced with the technique of high harmonic 

generation in a gas (see [2] and references therein) have opened up the possibility for 

direct study of these processes. Promising ideas for the generation of intense soft x-ray 

and hard x-ray attosecond pulses using free electron lasers (FELs) [3-11] were also 

proposed. More recently another scheme for the generation of attosecond x-ray pulses 

with some similarity to the technique discussed in this paper was presented [12]. Building 

upon this development, we propose a method to achieve the requirements of a newly 

proposed technique [13] for the study of the evolution of valence electronic wave packets 

responsible for the making or breaking of the chemical bonds using stimulated x-ray 

Raman spectroscopy. It exploits an inherent feature of Fourier-transform limited 

attosecond x-ray pulses, namely a wide bandwidth comparable to the energy width of 

valence electronic states in molecules. In the proposed experiment, the first attosecond x-

ray pulse with the carrier frequency tuned to a ground state transition of one atom of the 

molecule creates an electronic wave packet of valence electrons that is later probed by the 

second attosecond x-ray pulse with the carrier frequency tuned to a ground state 

transition of the other atom of the molecule. The atom specificity helps to define where 

the wave packet of valence electrons is created and where it is probed, which simplifies 

the analysis of the experiment and aids in understanding the spatial distribution of the 

valence electron wave packets. Evidently, individual measurements done with each pair 

of the x-ray pump and the x-ray probe pulses and with various and well controlled time 



delays between the pulses combine into a motion picture showing the dynamics of 

changes in chemical bonds. 

To the best of our knowledge, the production of only one attosecond x-ray pulse 

has been addressed in the literature so far, but two pulses are needed for the above 

described experiment. In principle, one attosecond x-ray pulse can be split into two 

pulses and an adjustable time delay can be provided, but these pulses will have the same 

carrier frequency as the parent pulse and, thus, can only be used for pumping and probing 

on the same atom. 

Here we propose a method of production of a sequence of two attosecond x-ray 

pulses with two different carrier frequencies. Also implemented is a possibility to adjust 

the time delay between the first and the second pulse with a high precision, hi the first 

part of the paper we describe the basic idea of the method and illustrate it in the second 

part with a numerical example. In this example, we demonstrate the feasibility of 

generation of two x-ray pulses with ~ 250 attosecond FWHM tuned to the K-edges of 

oxygen and nitrogen atoms often jointly appearing in molecules. 

2. Method 

In the scheme shown in Figure 1 we combine two recent ideas, i.e. proposals of the 

current enhanced self amplified spontaneous emission [14] and echo enabled 

microbunching [15]. We begin from the electron beam interaction with the laser field 

with a carrier frequency ft>, in a wiggler magnet Wl containing approximately 10 

periods. The magnet has period XwX and undulator parameter Kw} =eBlwl/(27nnc), 



where B is the peak magnetic field, e,m is the electron charge and mass, c is the speed 

of light, and the undulator parameter has been chosen to match the FEL resonance at the 

wave length A, = /lw, (l + K2
rl I2)l2y2; the corresponding wave vector qx = coj c, where 

y = EI mc2 and E is the electron beam energy. This interaction produces a modest 

energy modulation of electrons with a normalized amplitude ax - AE, /crE, where AE1, is 

the peak electron energy gain in the wiggler due to interaction with the laser and <rE is 

the rms energy spread in the electron bunch. It is assumed here, and in two other cases 

where interaction of the electrons with the laser light is used, that the crossover of the 

laser light in the wiggler is several times larger than the horizontal and vertical rms sizes 

of the electron bunch and thus all electrons at the same location along the electron bunch 

receive equal energy change according to the phase of the laser light at the beginning of 

the interaction. It is also assumed, but now only for this particular interaction, that the 

laser pulse is longer than the electron bunch, thus the entire electron bunch is energy 

modulated independent of jitter in the arrival time of the electron bunch in the wiggler 

magnet. 

W1 C1 W2 C2 R1 W3 C3 R2 

Figure 1. (Color online). A schematic of the generation of two attosecond x-ray pulses, 

where Wl, W2 and W3 are wiggler magnets, CI, C2 and C3 are magnetic chicanes, Rl 

and R2 are x-ray undulator radiators, cox is the carrier frequency of the long laser pulse 

and co2 is the carrier frequency of the short few-cycle laser pulse. 



In the second step we send the energy-modulated electron bunch through a 

dispersive magnetic chicane CI with a rather large time-of-flight parameter R^ and 

achieve a characteristic electron distribution in the longitudinal phase space with a quasi 

equidistant spacing of narrow bands of electrons separated by similarly narrow bands of 

empty spaces (see illustration in Figure 2). This is a critical step that prepares the 

electrons for a following microbunching at a much shorter wavelength than /L, via 

transformation of a narrow spacing along the energy axis into the narrow spacing along 

the coordinate axis. 

Figure 2. A fragment of the electron bunch longitudinal phase space after CI. Here and 

on other similar plots the horizontal axis is the distance along the bunch normalized to A2 

and the vertical axis is energy deviation from the equilibrium energy normalized to the 

rms energy spread in the electron bunch. 

As proposed in [15], this transformation is achieved by employing a second 

energy modulation of the electrons using the electron beam interaction with the laser field 

with a carrier frequency a>2 in the second short wiggler magnet W2. The wiggler period 



Aw2 and wiggler undulator parameter KM2 of this magnet has been chosen to match the 

FEL resonance at the wave length A2 - 2n I q2, where q2 = co2/c is the wave vector of 

the second laser field. This time the normalized amplitude of energy modulation 

a2 = AE2 /cTj, is supposed to be large, of the order of 10-20. At this point we begin a 

selection process for the attosecond pulse. Therefore, we use a few-cycle laser pulse with 

carrier-envelope phase stabilization (see, for example, [2]) and a wiggler magnet with 

only one period, to apply the energy modulation in as short a section of the electron 

bunch as possible. The phase for the electric field in the center of the laser pulse is 
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Figure 3. The enhancement in the electron peak current due to electron energy 

modulation in the interaction with a few-cycle laser pulse with carrier-envelope phase 

stabilization (see the insert). 

adjusted to be zero when the center of the laser pulse passes the center of the wiggler 

magnet (see the insert in Figure 3). After the second wiggler, the electron bunch passes 

the second dispersive magnetic chicane C2 whose time-of-flight parameter R^ is much 

smaller than R^ . As a result we obtain current enhancement shown in Figure 3 which is 



large at the central peak and smaller at two side peaks (and absent everywhere else) [14]. 

At the same time the bands of electrons seen in Figure 2 rotate in the longitudinal phase 

space and appear on the coordinate axis as shown in Figure 4. This indicates an ultra fine 

microbunching structure of electrons inside the spikes of the peak current. For this to 

happen, one should carefully choose the combination of values of R^, R™ and a2. 

According to [15], the microbunching with a small period AxX corresponding to a 

harmonic number hx = A21 AxX = \nx + qx lq2\ is strong when: 

R^Qt f f ^ - = k | + 0.8091/7,1"3 (1) 

R^qx-ElaE R£=- 5 6^' b (2) 

q2nx+qx 

Here nx is a large positive or negative integer number. These equations can be used to 

define R^, R^ as a function of a2 for a given hx, qx,q2 and <JE. We note that the 

conditions (1), (2) are carefully chosen to maximize the microbunching only inside the 

central spike of the peak cun-ent where we achieve the result that the narrow bands of 

electrons take a perfect upright position (see Figure 4a). At the same time, the same 

a2, R^l, R^2) are not optimal for the side peaks (see Figure 4b) and the microbunching 

there is much weaker than the microbunching inside the central current spike. 
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Figure 4. Two fragments of the electron bunch longitudinal phase space after C2 

showing the microstructure inside a) the central peak and b) the side peak of Figure 3. 

Following the generation of a narrow current spike, the electron bunch enters the 

undulator radiator Rl with period Au] and undulator parameter KxX tuned for the FEL 

resonance at the wave length AxX = AuX (l + KxX 12)12y2. This undulator is relatively short 

because the central spike in the electron peak current is rather naixow, of the order of 

Az, -X2axl2a2, and in the case of a large a2 and a modest ax it can not provide a 

sustained support for the FEL process due to a slippage of the radiation field relative to 

electrons. All electrons radiate there, but electrons in the central peak (and to some 

extent the electrons in two side peaks) produce a short pulse of coherent radiation 

significantly enhanced by the high peak current and microbunching that dominates the 

radiation of the rest of the electron beam. 

Having demonstrated how to obtain one attosecond x-ray pulse with the carrier 

wave length AxX, we now discuss generation of the second attosecond x-ray pulse with 

carrier wave length Ax2. We employ a third energy modulation of the electrons using 

exactly the same laser pulse as for the second energy modulation what we plan to obtain 



by splitting one parent few-cycle laser pulse with a carrier-envelop phase stabilization 

into two pulses and introducing an adjustable time delay. The wiggler magnet W3 is also 

the same design as W2. While passing through W3, electrons that overlap the second 

short pulse will acquire a large modulation amplitude a3 of the order of 10-20 and will 

be located in a different section of the electron bunch than in the case of the energy 

modulation in W2. Following W3 is a third dispersive magnetic chicane C3. This time 

we adjust a3 and time-of-flight parameter of this chicane R^f to yield the microbunching 

at the wavelength Xx2 with the harmonic number h2 = A2 I Ax2 =|«2 +qx lq2\ using 

similar constrains as in (1) and (2): 

k l + o.809k|I/3 

_ _ I 2 | I 2 | ( 3 ) 

{R%+R£)qx<TEIE 

gg = {R%+R%)qx-ElaE ( 4 ) 

q2n2+qx 

Note that the cumulative time-of-flight parameter related to the energy bands is the sum 

i?55 + RfJ from the two chicanes C1 and C2 which the beam has passed through up to this 

point. The final undulator radiator R2 has period Au2 and undulator parameter Kx2 tuned 

for the FEL resonance at the wave length Ax2. Similar to Rl, this is a relatively short 

undulator which is not intended to provide a sustained support for the FEL process 

because the central spike in the electron peak current is rather narrow, of the order of 

Az2 = A2ax /2a3. The electrons in the central peak of the second section of the electron 

bunch have strong microbunching at the resonant wave length, and their radiation 

dominates the radiation from the rest of the electrons, including the electrons in the 

central peak of the first section of the electron bunch. The latter do not produce 



significant coherent radiation in R2 because they have microbunching at XxX, which is the 

wrong wave length for this radiator. 

3. Illustration 

For a numerical illustration of the feasibility of the above described scheme we 

demonstrate generation of two attosecond x-ray pulses with one carrier frequency at the 

oxygen K-edge and the other carrier frequency at the nitrogen K-edge using the electron 

beam with the following parameters [16] listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: The electron beam parameters 

Electron beam energy 2.4 GeV 

Electron beam peak current 1 1<A 

Slice emittance, rms 0.8 mm-mrad 

Slice energy spread, rms 100 keV 

Electron bunch length, FWHM 200 fs 

In this section we often calculate the amplitude of energy modulation of electrons 

produced by the laser interaction with the electrons in the wiggler magnet using formula 

(9)fromRef. [17]: 

K2 

AEr =2<i\A,ah(a 
f . „■> . „ , \ 

2 + K2 °^2 2 + K2) A22 + K2[ ffoWr) 

I 2d °f cosfcnvs - tan l(qs)) . , . , . , 

i(2xj/2aj5 .^f 

(5) 



Where AL is the laser pulse energy, a =1/137 is the fine structure constant, Ti is the 

Planck's constant, J0,JX are Bessel functions of the first kind, K is the wiggler 

undulator parameter, s =s/Lw, where s is the coordinate along the wiggler and Lw is 

the length of the wiggler with N periods, v = N28yly is detuning from the FEL 

resonance, q = Lw I zR and zR is the Rayleigh length, 8T =<JT ITQ, where <rT is the rms 

laser pulse width and T0 = 2nN I co , where co is the laser frequency. These are general 

notations for all cases and in every specific case we use K, Lw, N, AL , co and zR specific 

for that case. For example for energy modulation in Wl we use N = 10, XwX= 16 cm and 

KwX =10.4 and laser pulse with the carrier wave length of 200 nm, ax = 800 fs and AL = 5 

uJ focused in the wiggler center with zR = 43 cm. In this case the ratio of the laser pulse 

waist w to the electron beam size a± is wlaL= 4, thus, energy modulation is practically 

insensitive to the electron transverse position. Using the above parameters we obtain 

a, =3. 

The downstream chicane CI hasR^ =17.63 mm and consists of four bending 

magnets, each with length E=2.5 m and bending angle |#|=63.8 mrad, separated by 0.5 

m long drift sections. Here we use rather long magnets in order to have small rms energy 

spread AaE induced by quantum fluctuation of synchrotron radiation [18]: 

E l 4 8 V 3 a L 



where re is the classical electron radius. Using (6) we calculate that each magnet 

contributes approximately 0.63 keV which is small compared to the distance between two 

adjacent bands of electrons in Figure 2, estimated to be SE w EXX I2R^=13.6 keV. 

For a selective energy modulation of electrons within a few femtosecond long 

section of the electron bunch we employ a few-cycle laser pulse with carrier-envelope 

phase stabilization, a carrier wave length A2=800 nm and a pulse length of 3.5 fs 

(FWHM) for the intensity profile [19]. This pulse is divided into two pulses and the first 

one is used in W2 and the second one is used in W3. Both wigglers have TV =1, Xw2= 25 

cm and Kw2=\6.7. The first pulse with energy of 14 u.J is focused in the center of W2 

with the Rayleigh length of 10.7 cm corresponding to w = 4crx to produce energy 

modulation with the peak amplitude a2 =16. We note that the rms energy spread induced 

by synchrotron radiation in the wiggler magnet with large K is equal to [20]: 

^ X 1 6 i ^ Y f (7) 
E \ a \mc) I 

In the case of W2 this amounts to 0.32 keV. By passing the electron bunch with this 

energy modulation through the chicane C2 with R(^~ 0.206 mm consisting of four 

Z=0.6 m long bending magnets with bending angle |#|=10.1 mrad separated by 0.6 m 

long drift sections we obtain the enhancement in the electron peak current (see Figure 3) 

and microbunching of electrons at the x-ray wave length XxX = 2.27 nm (see Figure 4a). 

Note that the plots in Figure 4 are obtained using a ID particle tracking code which 

includes the effect of incoherent synchrotron radiation. The combination of parameters 

R^,a2 and R{
5

2) has been chosen according to (1) and (2). Figure 5 shows the bunching 



efficiency near to the main peak in Figure 3 calculated using ID code. In the case of 

Figure 5 the step size Az = 3X2144 defines the slice of the electron bunch with the 

bunching factor: 

2ff 
1 "« 1—2. 

(8) 
•k j 

where n, is the number of electrons located within the boundaries of the k-th slice. 
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Figure 5. A fragment of the electron bunch showing bunching efficiency. Note, high 

bunching efficiency is seen only inside the main peak in the electron peak current. 

Further downstream is the undulator radiator Rl with 40 periods, period length of 

5 cm and undulator parameter Kxl =1.41 tuned for the FEL resonance at the wave length 

XxX. Calculations carried out using GENESIS [21] with initial particle distribution 

prepared with ID code show that when the electron bunch passes Rl, the bunched 

electrons produce a dominant pulse of coherent x-ray radiation with 220 asec FWHM 



shown in Figure 6. Because of the light emittance XxXl4n is approximately equal to 

geometrical electron beam emittance, this radiation is transversely coherent. 
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Figure 6. (Color online). Two x-ray pulses produced by the electron bunch radiating in 

the undulators Rl and R2. Note, coherent radiation of bunched electrons dominates 

spontaneous emission. 

We use the second laser pulse in W3 in order to produce the second ultra-short 

pulse of coherent x-ray radiation with the carrier wave length Xx2= 3.03 nm with a 

precisely controlled time delay with respect to the first x-ray pulse. According to Eq.(3) 

this laser pulse has to produce energy modulation of electrons with the peak amplitude 

a3 = 12.4 corresponding to ~ 7 u.J laser pulse energy. After W3 the electron bunch passes 

the chicane C3 with RH)= 0.267 mm defined by Eq.(4). After that we obtain local 

enhancement in the electron peak current and microbunching of electrons at the x-ray 



wave length Xx2= 3.03 nm in a new section of the electron bunch. We note that C3 is 

identical to C2 except for a change in the bending angle |0| =11.6 mrad. 

The undulator radiator R2 is also identical to Rl, but it is used with the undulator 

parameter Kx2= 1.824 for the FEL resonance at Xx2. Here electrons in the second section 

of the electron bunch bunched at Xx2 produce the second pulse of coherent x-ray 

radiation with 260 asec FWHM shown in Figure 6. We note that the electrons from the 

first section do not produce large signal in R2 because they are bunched at the wrong 

wavelength for R2. In the above illustration the time delay between two attosecond pulses 

is arbitrary, but it can be easily adjusted through the time delay between two ultra-short 

laser pulses obtained from the same parent pulse. In the technique described above, the 

closest distance between two attosecond x-ray pulses can be as low as ~ 4 fs. This seems 

to be sufficient for experiments where the minimal interesting time delay between two x-

ray pulses is defined by Auger process of the order of 5-10 fs. The maximum time delay 

is limited by the electron bunch length minus a jitter in the electron bunch arrival time 

with respect to the timing of the ultra-short laser pulse and can easily be of the order of 

150 fs. Finally, Figure 7 shows the spectrum of the signal comprised of two ultra-short x-

ray pulses shown in Figure 6. The x-ray pulse at 544 eV has 8.5 eV FWHM and 102 nJ 

pulse energy in the spectral peak and the x-ray pulse at 405 eV has 6.6 eV FWHM and 

114 nJ pulse energy in the spectral peak. Near to this peak there is also a small side peak 

with 3 nJ total energy. 
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Figure 7. (Color online). The spectrum of two x-ray pulses produced by the electron 

bunch radiating in the undulators Rl and R2. Pulse intensity on the vertical axis is given 

in units of number of photons per meV. 

4. Summary 

Two powerful attosecond x-ray pulses can be produced in an FEL using two 

different sections of the electron bunch interacting with ultra-short laser pulses. Here, we 

demonstrate that by employing the technique of echo-enabled harmonic generation one 

can actually tune carrier frequencies of these pulses to different values independently 

from each other. The time delay between these pulses is not affected by jitter in the 

electron bunch arrival time and can be strictly controlled with high precision as both 

pulses are synchronized to a single parent laser pulse. All the above listed features are 



essential for the study of the processes of making or breaking chemical bonds in 

molecules using x-ray stimulated Raman spectroscopy. 
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